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Every year approximately two million people are injured in car accidents across the country. An

estimated 35,000 people are killed. These are sobering statistics. If you or a loved one has been

injured in a car accident, you know they come without warning and can lead to severe physical,

emotional, and financial damage. Getting your life back on track in the aftermath means making

sure you get the maximum dollar recovery possible for your claims. But most people have no idea

where to begin. Which party should you sue? What kinds of things should you ask for? When

should you settle? How do you get paid? In this book, Richard N. Jeffries, a trial lawyer with over 37

years of â€œin-the-trenchesâ€• personal injury experience, will guide you through the legal process,

answering these questions and many more you havenâ€™t even thought of yet. Jeffries has

prosecuted and defended hundreds of personal injury cases over the years and will tell you what to

do to maximize your dollar recovery and avoid common pitfalls that could hurt your case. From

insurance issues to social media to making a claim for an injured pet, youâ€™ll learn key information

that will help you make your personal injury case a success.Written in a simple,

question-and-answer format, you can read the book from beginning to end or quickly find answers

to your most pressing questions by scrolling through the table of contents. Over 65 commonly asked

questions are addressed in this affordable, easy-to-read guide. See below for a short summary of

the question categories. You deserve to be fairly compensated for your loss. So get the information

you need, prepare yourself for the road ahead, and put more money in your pocket. PART ONE â€“

AFTER THE ACCIDENTAction Steps ChecklistSection 1: What to Do at the Accident SceneSection

2: The Other DriverSection 3: Seeking Medical TreatmentSection 4: Insurance IssuesSection 5:

Hiring a LawyerPART TWO â€“ DURING YOUR CASEAction Steps ChecklistSection 6: Working

with Your LawyerSection 7: The Legal ProcessSection 8: DamagesSection 9: Medical

RecordsSection 10: Settlement or Trial
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This book is simple, practical and easy to read and understand. It answers all of the major questions

about what to do if you've been a victim of a car accident. I especially like the way the author has

organized the material. It is easy to follow and has very straightforward explanations about legal and

insurance issues. I would highly recommend this book! Well done!

This book is easy to ready and lays out all of the DO's and DON'T's when you are involved in a car

accident. Jeffries provides straight forward explanations about legal and insurance issues that you

would normally need to consult a professional to get answers.Whether or not you have been in a car

accident, this book provides a great lesson on what needs to be done if you ever find yourself in the

chaotic aftermath of a car accident.

This is a wonderful review of the many decisions you may have to make if you've been in a car

accident. It not only reviews the obvious for you, but also gets into areas of the law that you might

not think of if you are not an attorney. The book uses clear examples that illustrate the points of the

law you may be facing. You will be glad you spend the money to buy a critical review of accidents,

settlements, attorneys, and lawsuits. I would highly recommend that you buy this book and read it

before you need it so that you will avoid many of the mistakes that can cost you money.

I would highly recommend this book if you need answers after an accident. It is very well written and

is easy to understand! Definitely worth the money!

Both my husband and I have read this book and found it full of important information useful for



anyone. My only quarrel is with the title: it implies this book if for those who have been in an

accident and I believe it should be read by everyone BEFORE they are in an accident. The format

makes the book easy to use as a reference when you need it and it's easy to read for a lay person.

My husband wishes Mr. Jeffries would write books about creating trusts and another on employment

law.

This book is a great reference if you have been hurt in a car accident! I loved how easy it was to

read and it gave me answers to questions in an easy to understand way. The legal information is

presented in a clear and concise manner. This book will help me understand what is going on in my

own car crash case and I will be better able to help my attorney help me! Wish I would have had this

months ago!

Highly recommend this for everyone, but especially helpful for anyone with a new driver/teenage

driver to read BEFORE being involved in an accident. Our teenage daughter was recently rear

ended and immediately called asking, "What do I do?" Have your teenager read this PRIOR TO

being involved in an automobile accident to be prepared. Beneficial information on gathering and

documenting information at the scene of the accident. Well written, thorough, and very valuable

information.
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